2009 vw jetta battery

One problem related to battery dead has been reported for the Volkswagen Jetta. The most
recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out the statistics and reliability
analysis of the Volkswagen Jetta based on all problems reported for the Jetta. Car had been
operating normally all service performed and no notification from dealership. Was coming down
slight hill and touched accelerator to climb slight grad when the engine just stalled and shut
down. There was no warning. Car could not be restarted. There was a small noise from the
engine compartment and a shutter as the mechanical power steering failed when the engine
stalled. The car was put on a flat bed by martinez pd and taken to a local shop where nothing
was done except call the dealership. The dealership, dorito bro in walnut creek CA, required the
car be flat bedded to them. There had been no battery failure prior to this incident. The battery
was replaced and the dealership could not tell what was wrong with the car. I asked if the fuel
pump failed and contaminated the engine dealership said no. Car Problems. Battery Dead
problem 1. Other Electrical System related problems of the Volkswagen Jetta. Electrical System
problems Electrical System problems. Software problems. Horn Assembly problems. Ignition
Switch problems. Car Will Not Start problems. Dashboard Failed problems. Ignition Module
problems. Lake Chevy helped make these videos. The video above shows you how to replace
the battery in your Volkswagen Jetta. We recommend changing the battery in Volkswagens
every 4 years. Although some batteries last much longer, most batteries begin breaking down
chemically after four years, so you could experience dimmer headlights and other negative
effects before you have a dead battery in your Jetta that you need to replace. Replacing the
battery in your Jetta involves removing the terminals. When you reconnect the terminals, your
radio presets are likely to be cleared out. In some Jettas, you may need to re-enter a security
code to get your radio to work again. Check for this code in your owners manual - it will usually
be either a sticker or small card in the booklet. If you can't find it, call Volkswagen and they will
give you the code for free. In many Volkswagens, the transmission "learns" how you drive over
time and makes adjustments, so you may experience altered driving dynamics as your car
re-learns your driving style after changing the battery. Hans Angermeier has produced over ,
videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has broad expertise on basic repair
procedures covering the majority of cars on the road. Many cars will burn or leak a little bit of
oil. Over time, this adds up and you might need to add some - learn how to here! If you are
leaking oil and parking on your oil spots each night, the oil is breaking down your tires' rubber.
Car companies often use the same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling
and sell the same car by two different names amongst other tricks to help offset development
costs. Our system selects the most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these
characteristics. The video displayed may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant
enough for you to get a good idea how to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Share
on. Full list of part and tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing
drivers how to fix things on their cars. Top up the oil level. Turbo Diesel Sedan. Replace your air
filter! Isn't efficiency great? If your car blows hot air when your air conditioner is turned on, try
recharging the freon first. Turbo Diesel. Plug the oil leak. See all videos for the Volkswagen
Jetta. We have a massive and growing video library, but we don't have everything I've had my
car into the dealership and they say the battery and alternator are fine. They also said the
parasitic draw test showed nothing. I'm suspicious of the radio. It died about 10 weeks ago and
the battery started draining 6 weeks after that. I've read that dead radios can drain the battery.
So I had a new radio installed by Car Toys, but the problem did not stop. The mechanics said
they found nothing with the radio that would be draining my battery. I've tried locking the car at
night. I've been over everything and there aren't any lights left on or no chargers left in or
anything like that. The mechanics say they are at a loss and have no idea what to do. Any ideas
would be greatly appreciated. Pattyann answered 6 years ago. I know you had it to the
dealership, but check your battery connections. Also have the battery load tested, autozone or a
major autoparts store can do that. Meg answered 5 years ago. I have a Jetta tdi and radio died
AND battery has now died as well got a new battery and it went dead in 90 days. I never had
radio repaired but now am wondering if there is a defect in the tdi model. JClemet answered 5
years ago. Chew answered 5 years ago. Me too , exactly. Battery drain for over 2 yrs now. Each
time handed an absorbent amount of money , but the problem persists. Anyone find the
solution? Due to the recent discovery of the emissions cheating software, I don't have the
confidence I once had in Volkswagen or my Jetta. Two weeks ago, every time I went to start my
car the battery was dead. I was told that the battery was good, but needed charged, and the
alternator was failing. The alternator tested at Two days later it showed a reading of 13 volts. I
purchased a new alternator, as well as a new battery. The battery was replaced first- and the car
started up just fine- without the new alternator. Truly bizarre. Radio touch screen stopped
working about 4 months ago. Car has been not starting in the morning for the past 2 months, off

and on. I am going to have battery tested today. Currently cannot afford an alternator, so I hope
that is not necessary. Seems to be only when it gets super cold outside. Derek answered 4
years ago. Same problem, It happened in the past before the radio went bad and they replaced
the battery cables, will be taking it in to the shop in the next few days to see what they say. Julia
answered 4 years ago. My 05 Jetta will not start recently without being jumped. I have had it in
the garage 3 times and they claim they can't find a problem. So frustrating!!!! Eivor answered 4
years ago. My Jetta New drained 2 batteries took 45 minutes to drain a brand new battery! It was
disconnected and I am fine but drive with 1 unlocked back door. On a test it used 0. Pattyann
answered 4 years ago. Mileage is 62, The batter is one year old,,So my honey took the batter
back to auto part store and Thankfully they r replaced it,,You usually get a 3 yr warranty with
new Batteries ,,BUT always Check before you purchase.. All doors closed, hood shut, ignition
key out. Dealer said "bad battery", 3 x auto parts shops said "battery OK". VW Dealer refused to
investigate further. Car sitting in garage with battery disconnected. When is buyback actually
going to happen? Given other issues, this has been a car experience like no other. If you think it
is the radio then remove the fuse for a night to see what happens. Meg answered 4 years ago.
Radio disconnected from battery resolved issue. The bigger problem, I hate not having a radio
or hands free!!!! If you can replace the radio or install a switch to turn off all the power to it.
Looking forward to the buyback. I have never had a car like this. At the 1st or 2nd service I told
the dealer of bearing noise in front drivers side wheel. Then at end of 3 yr warranty they agreed
that the bearing was bad. Had to replace 30k. Then this issue with the battery drain , dealer says
bad battery. I have a Jetta TDI. Started having battery issues. Took to dealership. The replaced
battery. Also replaced generator. Timing belt, water pump you name it. Thousands of dollars.
Then they told me the driver's door latch was draining battery. They said the ignition is
somehow related to the radio. What a cluster! Battery replaced in July Battery replaced again in
Feb New battery problems started again with recent cold weather. I asked for part number, year,
make of battery etc. Said they would have to look in their files. OMG Another battery nightmare!
No issues starting the car during warmer weather. So now I am ready to call VW Corp.
Afterthought - I had a feeling that the battery was being drained by the factory car alarm system.
I stopped using it and it seemed to help. This was last winter Whoever designed the electrical
on the Jetta TDI must have been on drugs! It is also a diesel 2. If I had designed a system
without layout I would have been fired. Sold my VW Jetta back last week. Never had a car like it
and never again VW. Measured a 2A continuous drain on the battery with all systems shutdown
but they told me battery was bad! And when I ask the dealership for the diagnostic codes they
never provide any helpful information! Plus, I have read that dead batteries and bad fuses can
mess with the codes anyway. Dealership is arrogant, rude, sarcastic and incompetent. My son's
battery 2 yr old Passat was dead. Took it out and to nearest dealer in Houston. Dealer "you'll
need to take it to where you bought the car". Son " I get the car serviced here. Never VW! Holy
cow! The ridiculousness is astounding! Since when are batteries not covered by a 3 - 5 year
warranty? Battery warranties like a lot of things are going down the tubes. I don't know if it is
due to greed or poorer quality batteries. Guru98Q8 answered 3 years ago. I have a Jetta with
only 26K miles on it. The battery dies all the time even though I disconnected the radio. I have a
Ford Ranger with K miles on it. No problems at all. Ford doesn't make the Ranger anymore.
Lesson learned, never buy VW! Buy Nissan, Toyota or even Ford. Never VW. Guru I stopped
using the car alarm system. I stopped using it and it has seemed to help alot. My batteries were
being replaced every year. My last one lasted 2 whole years! GuruLGV6 answered 3 years ago.
About a week ago I turned my overhead lamps to completely off, so it won't turn on when you
open the door, and the battery issue has stopped. Obviously still not the answer but at least my
car is starting in the morning! Also wondering if everyone had called VW directly? I did, and
while they aren't doing anything to help a recall might possibly come out if the problem is
reported enough? Guru I turned off the lights that come on when you open the car door. I
believe they are above the rear doors. I turned them completely off awhile ago. It seems to have
helped. Turns out that the dealership agreed to put in a replacement battery at no charge. I have
Finally found a local diesel engine mechanic who is very honest and knows his stuff. He did
testing and work on my car and told me the battery is not the greatest. I told him that the
dealership just put it in recently. It is supposed to be the proper heavy duty battery specific to
my make and model Jetta TDI. He said the testing said otherwise. With the warmer weather I
usually have NO problems starting the car. I will keep an eye on it and get documentation from
my new mechanic to bring to the dealership if things start acting up. So glad to have found a
new mechanic and this forum as well. GuruMB9C answered 3 years ago. I have a Jetta tdi
wagon. The radio stopped working about a year ago, then the battery kept dying. Went through
3 batteries and a new alternator. VW finally agreed it was the radio kept draining battery even
though it didn't work and replaced it but I got stuck paying for installation and a new alternator.

Any help? My battery kept dying during the cold winter months. I researched and found out the
radio, alarm system, driver door latch are all in the driver's door area. The dealership didn't
know this! I stopped using the car alarm since it is somehow related to the car alarm The
dealership told me that my battery was draining due to a bad driver's door latch. It said the
computer thinks the left door is open. Not True!!!! I stopped using my car alarm and the battery
issues resolved. I also turned to complete Off position the lights that come on when you open
the driver's door. The lights are the small ones located above the rear doors. I have a 4 door
sedan. I did this just out of caution. I have been ripped off for thousands of dollars at the
dealership. All I can say is that if a part is bad then take it somewhere to have it tested to see if it
actually is "bad". Keep fighting the good fight. Not sure I answered your question but I hope it
helped. Good luck! It was beyond ridiculous!!!!!! Once I researched and got more info the issues
stopped. Still an occasional issue with starting the car in really cold temps. When the dealership
put in the correct battery for my particular vehicle that helped alot. But after 2 years, the battery
pooped out. They tried to diss me and say that it was covered by a 12 months 12 miles warranty.
I called BS. I told them that most car batteries are covered by the manufacturer's 3 year
warranty. If a heavy duty battery, can be up to 5 years. It is a pain in the butt and I think illegal
for these dealerships to rip people off. Keep fighting the good fight! Scott answered 3 years
ago. Pilotjp answered 3 years ago. Check the harness in the front doors, the harness that go
between the door and the frame of the vehicle, this is a common problem with the Jetta, they
made the harness to small and they tend to brake very easily, I have a car dealership and trust
me that is the problem. I will be doing this tomorrow night on my VW Jetta 2. Started with
replacing my battery. Wasn't charging when I knew the alternator was probably still good. If it
even helps one person that would be good. Many thanks to the dude that posted this on
YouTube. Gerald answered 3 years ago. So if you watch the video, which is very thorough, how
do you disable the door open switch on a VW Jetta so you don't over amp your meter when you
open the door? There's no micro switches as the sensor is located inside the door as part of the
door operating assembly? Medinalouis65 answered 2 years ago. I have had the same problem.
First my stereo died. It will still turn on but there is no video. Then my passenger door is the
only door that will not unlock but the rest will when I hit the unlock button. While driving you
can hear the door locks clicking locked then unlocked. This car has taken a licking and keeps
on kicking but this is the only problem that I cannot seem to find a solution to and frankly I am
done having every other mechanic charge me hundreds of dollars to diagnose it but the
problem is still there. If anyone has an idea of how this can be fixed I am all ears. Other than
junking it of course!! Sabrina answered about a year ago. Comfort control module, under the
driver seat, it's a common problem with vw, the ccm gets wet and malfunctions. Rightpace
answered 6 months ago. Same problem. I have removed the fuse and we will see if battery
maintains its charge. More to follow GuruG1MBC answered 6 months ago. What about ignition
switch? Feels like and shows that ignition is off but in mean time it isn't truly off and causing
battery to drain as if on accessories mode?. Happened to my car. Not a Jetta but that was my
problem.. Mz Dida answered 3 months ago. Guru,is it possible for a battery to shift to the side
by driving? It died about 10 weeks ag I've had no problem with it. Engine light is on, garage
says it's a glow light error. I have a Jetta. It is a manual. It is turning over but not starting. It has
a full tank of gas. I had the same problem a couple weeks ago. The next morning the car started
so I took it to th When I turn my car on for the first time in the day it tries to turn itself off when I
start driving it. It is like it has trouble with a cylinder or something. I have taken it to the shop 3
times. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not endorsed by CarGurus, does not
express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be considered reviewed, screened, or
approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of Use. Content will be removed if
CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. My battery keeps draining and my car
won't start in the morning. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo
optional. Related Questions. Start a new Volkswagen Jetta question. Sell Your Car Yourself With
a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Volkswagen Jetta Questions. CarGurus
Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. Forums
New posts Search forums. Media New media New comments Search media. Resources Latest
reviews Search resources. Members Current visitors New profile posts Search profile posts.
Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search forums. Log
in. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Effects
of battery removal on jetta. Thread starter Professor Start date Jan 30, Professor Active
member. In deciding to remove the battery and battery tray to replace the dsg oil filter I found
out what is reset in the computer. There appears to be three things that power loss causes in
the car. To remedy that, I had to turn the steering wheel hard left, then hard right, then center.
When I did that in my case the indicator lights cleared. This did the "window reset". I discovered

that pressing the CD button did not put the radio into aux. This turned out to be the hardest
problem to solve. Fortunately, when I bought my vcds cable I did a full diagnostic scan and
stored it in the log file right away, thinking I would look through the file later out of curiousity.
When I ran the diagnostic on the radio using vagcom, I found 5 faults. By comparing the
software coding from when I first had the car with no faults my coding was After the battery was
back in the car, the coding was Hope this helps out anyone who plans on replacing their
battery. For those in areas where you have to pass emissions inspections: Next time you have
to remove the battery also check OBDII readiness in the engine module. Normally removing the
battery clears OBDII readiness - not an issue for most, but if you are in a state with a manditory
emissions inspection and it's coming up, you might not pass unless you drive the car for a
while to set OBDII readiness. In Illinois you don't get a fail, you just get a slip that says "Not
Ready" and you have to waste another 45 minutes coming back. Fortunately, this only applies
to gassers, but I know other states check diesels. Henrick Top Post Dawg. OP: did you manage
to clear the " - control module defective. I also have the same one after removing my battery but
it comes back right after I clear it. Any ideas how to get rid of it? Henrick said:. Last edited: Jan
31, Unfortunately I don't know what my original coding was. At the moment it is and I don't have
any speakers in rear doors.. FowVay Veteran Member. Wow, when I removed my battery the
only thing I got was a steering wheel light. It went away before I hit the end of my driveway for a
test-drive. I never experienced window or radio problems at all. This is odd. KirbDog Active
member. KirbDog said:. No wonder my Aux Input doesn't work anymore! I agree with dzcad You
not only have to have vagcom vcds but you need to know what your radio software soft code is.
Other than that, I would have had to give up declare I was beaten and go to the dealership with
the hope of bribing a technician. That failing, have the dealership recode the radio. Tnsee New
member. I just replaced my battery, the steering light and traction light both came on but turned
off after driving yds. But when I shut the engine down the cooling fans come on and wont shut
down. The engine temp is good. Did I smoke a sensor when I jumped it off???? Any ideas? Plus
3 Golfer Veteran Member. I did not have any issues as described in post 1. I did notice that a few
lights on the instrument cluster were illuminated but after I buttoned everything up, restarted,
and took my car for a drive, the lights went off almost immediately. Tonight, I also checked
whether the aux. So, I don't know why some have the issue and others don't. Did you happen to
touch the positive and negative cables together when they were disconnected? I don't know
why some have the issue and others don't. Tried recoding my radio with various combinations
of soft coding some won't even commit but still could not get rid of the 'defective module' fault
code. Maybe an email to ross-tech support may help. Why don't you use one of those battery
back up devices that use the cigerette lighter socket? Saves a lot of hassle. I've used one before
when i didn't know the code for my radio. Saves loads of hassle aswell. Suppose it only works
on cars which have a permanent live on the fag lighter though. Had to change battery as original
died. Now got engine warning light on. I already did Km in hopes that it would clear on it's own
after change and it is still on. Don't have VAG-com to check what is the problem. Any one in
Toronto North central with a tool to check? Looks like VAG-Com list on front page is down for a
while now. I need to do emission test soon. Anyone can help? Did you try the coding I used and
posted? Joined Sep 27, Location Spicewood, Tx. TDI I have done a few now of the 09's.. And
several of the BRM's So is there any way to do this without a VAG com or going to the
dealership? My Aux is gone! I can get access to a vagcom hopefully. Are there any good step by
step directions on what I need to do? Mach 1, there is no way I could get the DSG filter out
without pulling the battery tray. I recently did this as well, and every time I turn on my car I get
an "Airbag fault" message on my display, along with the airbag light on. Another problem I have
had is while I did do the window reset, the drivers side front window won't automatically roll up,
while the rest of them do. Any suggestions? Disconnecting the battery on a high tech car is
different then on old style car of the past When the battery circuitry is interrupted, it spikes the
heck out of the electronics In the world of electronics--this is called cycling failure.. Ask me how
I know.. You want to minimize 'spiking' the electronics Tnsee said:. NickJ85 Member. Has
anyone experienced the AUX input going after resting the check engine codes? I had a clip
break on my hydraulic line and lost my clutch a few months ago. After I had it repaired the AUX
input no longer worked. I am not sure if they removed the battery for the work but I do know that
they cleared my codes as I had a check engine light that was going on and off turned out to be
the exhaust flap but that's another story. Professor said:. Greengineer Member. AUX input
disabled in Premium You must log in or register to reply here. This site uses cookies to help
personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By
continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦.
Forums New posts Search forums. Media New media New comments Search media. Resources
Latest reviews Search resources. Members Current visitors New profile posts Search profile

posts. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦. New posts. Search
forums. Log in. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before
proceeding. Thread starter NY. Fan Start date Aug 3, Fan Member. We went to take our Jetta TDI
out today and discovered the car to be completely dead. Turning the ignition key produces no
dash lights, just dead silence. We put the battery on a computerized charger and it will not take
any charge whatsoever. The charger reports that the battery has failed. Is anyone aware of early
failure problems with the batteries in the Jetta TDIs? Should the dealer let us bring in the battery
for testing? Should they replace it under warranty? We have had the car less than two years and
have about 27, miles on it. Any suggestions would be welcome. I would call and find out how
long they warranty the battery before I did anything. If it's still covered call roadside assistance
and have it towed in. If the battery isn't covered, go buy a new one and replace it yourself. Did
your battery crack? Any other material or installation defects? Unfortunately, even if the miles
were not due, it wasn't covered, I think. Sometimes batteries fail prematurely. It happens. It
shoul not be hard to find one that fits the TDI. Maybe you can get your dealer to good will it, but
it's probably easier and potentially cheaper to just buy one once you figure in the hassle of
getting your car into the dealership and going through that process especially when there's a
good chance to be told "No". They may prorate the battery depending on the battery
manufactures warranty, which should be more than 24 months. The End of the Story Our dealer
agreed that most VW batteries lasted years and that the failure of our battery was very
premature. They still offered no help as we were 3, miles past the new and reduced 24, mile
warranty for the battery. Under the old 36, mile warranty, our battery would have been replaced
at no cost. At the dealer's suggestion, we called VWOA and they also offered no help for the
same reason as the dealer. Why else would they reduce the warranty on such a critical part?
After installing the new battery the car runs perfectly. Last edited: Aug 4, Joined Dec 25,
Location Texas.. Curious, but what brand was the OE VW battery? I'm sorry to say that I did not
notice the brand of the OE battery that failed. Hopefully that will be a help if the winters happen
to be unusually cold. I'm surprised they didn't atleast give you a battery at a prorated cost. The
new batts must really suck. Sorry to hear you had to front the whole cost yourself. But I'm glad
your up and runnin again! Joined Sep 19, Location So. I'm surprised you paid so much But than
living in New York your used to getting hosed. Most expensive place in the US I've ever been.
But glad to hear your up and running again and I sincerely hope the new battery gives you years
of service. ZiggyTheHamster Veteran Member. Same exact thing happened to me. The new
batteries are garbage, I'm guessing. Battery from NAPA fit perfectly and is running great. Joined
Jun 7, Location Savannah. USA - Toronto. Fan said:. FowVay Veteran Member. So what is the
number from the NAPA battery for those of us who may need one after this freakin' heatwave of
a summer we're having? I just went and looked at my battery. On 1stvwparts. I'm assuming it's
an OEM battery as it was installed at a dealership in Sept of ' FowVay said:. Last edited: Aug 5,
Windjammer Veteran Member. Windjammer said:. The first to fill a fuel filter with fuel? Thanks
TDI Power for the pictures. However, my '09 model doesn't use a BCI size 94R. It's more like a
size 48 from the Beetle. Thanks again though! MayorDJQ said:. Guess I should have taken
pictures
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2012 chevy cruze repair manual pdf
of myself in the act. Last edited: Aug 6, MacBuckeye Veteran Member. My experience is some
batteries seem to last forever, some just crap out early and usually at the most inconvenient
time. Pushing almost 38K miles. No issues thus far. Sore loser Everyone else use the Mighty
Vac methods. Claudio Veteran Member. Thanks Ziggy! Never thought to post it here. But we lost
our first battery in our 2 months after purchase LOL got a tow to the dealer took AAA half the
morning to get a truck to put us on and got a new one of course But still it was a bad lottery
choice for us. Our battery just died also, went out to start it and nothing. Got it towed to nearest
stealer, friday the 13th , now waiting for results. Hopefully just bad battery!! You must log in or
register to reply here. This site uses cookies to help personalise content, tailor your experience
and to keep you logged in if you register. By continuing to use this site, you are consenting to
our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦.

